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What are computational models? 

  Computational models are mathematical models that are  

  simulated using computation to study complex systems. In 

biology, one example is the use of a computational model to study an outbreak of 

an infectious disease such as influenza. The parameters of the mathematical 

model are adjusted using computer simulation to study different possible 

outcomes. 

Modeling can expedite research by allowing scientists to conduct thousands of 

simulated experiments by computer in order to identify the actual physical 

experiments that are most likely to help the researcher find the solution to the 

problem being studied. Simulations of models can reveal hidden patterns and/or 

counterintuitive mechanisms in complex systems. 

 

https://www.nibib.nih.gov/science-education/science-topics/computational-modeling 



 

Computational Modeling, Formal Analysis, and Tools for 

Systems Biology 

 

As the amount of biological data 

in the public domain grows, so 

does the range of modeling and 

analysis techniques employed in 

systems biology.  

 

The growing interest in systems 

biology in executable models and 

their analysis has necessitated the 

borrowing of terms and methods 

from computer science, such as 

formal analysis, model checking, 

static analysis, and runtime 

verification.  

 
Example of computational models in systems biology 



 

Modelling methods 

 
 

Data driving modeling 

- Multivariate regression 

- Hierarchical clustering 

- Principal Component 

analysis 

- Machine learning 

- Network discovery 

 

Mechanistic modeling  

- Equation base models 

- Agent-base models 

-Rule-based models  

 

Alternative models -  

concurrent system 

       - Petri net (graph based) 

       - Process algebra 

 
Vodovotz, Yoram, and Timothy R. Billiar. "In Silico Modeling: Methods and Applications toTrauma and Sepsis." Critical care medicine 41.8 (2013): 2008. 



Computational modeling approaches  

Bartocci, Ezio, and Pietro Lió. "Computational modeling, formal analysis, and tools for systems biology." PLoS computational biology 12.1 (2016): e1004591. 



Papers 

 

Mechanistic modeling  

- Equation base models 

- Agent-base models 

- Rule-based models  

 

Alternative models -  

concurrent system 

       - Petri net (graph based) 

       - Process algebra 

 

Data driving modeling 

- Multivariate regression 

- Hierarchical clustering 

- Principal Component 

analysis 

- Machine learning 

- Network discovery 

 

 



Petri Net computational modelling of 

Langerhans cell Interferon Regulatory 

Factor Network predicts their role in T 

cell activation 

 

 Scientific Reports. 2017;4. 

 doi:10.1038/s41598-017-00651-5 

Marta E. Polak, Chuin Ying Ung, Joanna Masapust, Tom C. 

Freeman & Michael R. Ardern-Jones 

 



Introduction 

• Langerhans cells (LCs) are able to 

orchestrate adaptive immune 

responses in the skin by interpreting 

the microenvironmental context in 

which they encounter foreign 

substances, but the regulatory basis 

for this has not been established.  

• Aim: 

– Utilising systems immunology approaches combining in 

silico modelling of a reconstructed gene regulatory 

network (GRN) with in vitro validation of the predictions, 

we sought to determine the mechanisms of regulation of 

immune responses in human primary LCs. 

Langerhans cell histiocytosis, tongue, 

www.Pathpedia.Com 



Introduction  

• The key role of Interferon regulatory factors 
(IRFs) as controllers of the human Langerhans cell 
response to epidermal cytokines was revealed by 
whole transcriptome analysis.  

 

• Applying Boolean logic we assembled a Petri net-
based model of the IRF-GRN which provides 
molecular pathway predictions for the induction 
of different transcriptional programmes in LCs. 

 

• Characterise the differential effect of key 
epidermal cytokines, TNFα and TSLP, on the 
ability of LCs to cross-present viral antigens to 
cytotoxic T cells, and to propose a transcriptional 
mechanism regulating this process. 



System overview 

LC (skin) isolation 

and culture 

Microarray data 

analysis 

Experimental 

Expression IRFs 

Model assembly 

Model validation 

Literature search for 

model calibration 

Simulation 

BioLayout Express3D 



Microarray data analysis 

Top 

transcription 

factors 



Changes in Langerhans cell core transcriptional network  

Epidermal cytokines, TNFα and TSLP, differentially regulate the expression of Interferon 

Regulatory Factors in human migratory LC 

a) Human LCs 

b) Core transcriptomic 

networks of human LCs 

c) Expression profiles of 

clusters during 24 h 

simulations 

d) Expression changes 

of IRF1, IRF4 and IRF8 i

n LC  

e) Differential induction 

of IRF1 and IRF4 mRNA 

by TNFα and TSLP  



Model Assembly 

Search strategy to identify components of 

the IRF GRN network (PubMed) 

82 unique papers 



Model Assembly 

-Stimulus 

-Cell type 

-Biological process controlled 

by IRF Interaction partner 

-DNA binding sequence 

 

Input node 

Transmission node 

Output node  

Mode of interaction 

  

82 unique papers 

Identify 

Categorize 

 Interaction database 

Stimulus Interaction 

partner A 

Interaction 

partner B 

DNA seq Gene transcription/ 

biological process 

Interaction 



Boolean gates 

Boolean gates 

Boolean 

network 

DB of 

interactions Gate AND (both essential) 

Gate OR (one essential) 

Gate INHIBITON 



Boolean gates 



Why Petri Net? 

Qualitative vs Quantitative methods / Petri Net vs ODES 

• Petri nets are qualitative logic-based models do not 
depend on quantitative data but rather on the structure of 
the network along with a set of logical constraints. 

• Built from local experimental observations or 
knowledge-based information without kinetic information 
due to their finite states.   

• Quantitative methods such as ordinary differential 
equations (ODEs), model the rate of change of each 
component in the network and  require comprehensive 
knowledge of kinetic parameters, which are unknown for 
most networks, and therefore their applicability is limited. 

• ODEs can be used for modelling small scale GRN. 



Petri Net 

• Advantages 

– based on a few simple concepts  

– simple graphical format and a 

precise operational semantics, 

attractive option for modeling 

the static and dynamic aspects of 

processes 

– many techniques & many 

extensions and variants   

• Originate from C.A. Petri’s PhD thesis (1962), technique 

for the description and analysis of concurrent behavior in 

natural processes - distributed systems 

 



Petri net 

• Qualitative / quantitative 

• Stochastic/ deterministic 

• Limitation: model spatial 

information 

• Model: Stochastic Petri Net   

 

 

http://hmi.ewi.utwente.nl/verslagen/capita-selecta/CS-Bos-Wim.pdf 



Petri net 

Tokens A place can contain 

zero or more tokens. 

Places represent intermediate 

states that may exist during the 

operation of a process.  

Transitions correspond to the 

activities or events of which 

the process is made up. 

Arcs connect places and 

transitions in a way that places 

can only be connected to 

transitions and vice -versa 

 

 http://hmi.ewi.utwente.nl/verslagen/capita-selecta/CS-Bos-Wim.pdf 



IRF GRN model parametrization and design 

The tokens are assigned to the GRN entry 
transitions, and represent quantities of the 
biological molecules, in case of the IRF-GRN, 
the levels of expression of the transcript. The 
amount of tokens assigned at the entry (the 
network initial marking set-up) can be either 
theoretical, representing a binary on/off 
expression levels, corresponding to a biological 
knock-out situation, or derived from biological 
experiment, and representing the quantity of 
the transcript measured in cells. 

Token GRN entry transitions levels of expression of the transcript (level or on/off) 

mEPN notation, allowing computational modelling of concurrent systems.  



IRF GRN model  



SPN model simulations 

Experimentally measured expression values at 

Time (in vitro) Time (in silico) 

0h 0-8 time block 

2h 9-32 time block 

8h 33-75 time block 

24h 76-100 time block 



Model validation 

• Stochastic simulation of a logic-based diagram of the IRF gene 

regulatory network with Petri Nets => correctly re-capitulates 

the observations from multiple experimental systems 

• Qualitative: Input/Output  

0 – lack of 

transcription 

100 – expressed 

gene 

Theoretical quantities 

 IRF1 

 IRF4 

 IRF8 

 AP1-binding  

 ETS-binding 

Entry nodes 

Model calibration 

IRF GRN model  



Model validation 

Model of IRF-GRN assembled based on a systematic literature review have been 

simulated with Signalling Petri Nets in BioLayout Express 3D.  

Literature 

IRF1 / IRF1 + IRF8 + ETS IRF4 + ETS 

IRF4 + AP1 IRF1 + IRF8 

Biological processes: Th17 responses, antigen presentation in class I, phagocytosis, Th1 responses, Th2 responses, antigen presentation in class II 



Model validation Th1 

IRF1 / IRF1 + IRF8 + ETS 



Model validation Th2 

IRF4 + ETS 



Model validation ag class I 

IRF1 + IRF8 



Model validation Th17 

IRF4 + AP1 



Extended IRF GRN model parametrization and in 

silico simulations 

The modulation by epidermal cytokines of LC ability to activate antigen-specific CD8 

T cell responses is predicted by in silico modelling of IRF-GRN parametrised with 

experimental data. 

All members of ETS 

& AP1 expressed in 

human LC 



Extended IRF GRN model parametrization and in 

silico simulations 

• No. of tokens in the network entry nodes: 0 /100 

• SPN Stochastic Petri Nets  has been set as per the levels 

of expression from microarray data analysis 

• BioLayout Express3D, 100 time blocks, 500 runs. 

 

 

 

 



Simulation experiments extended IRF GRN  

In silico vs in vitro results 

Pattern of gene expressions in 

LC by TNFa & TSLP 

stimulation 



 

In silico profiles of genes involved in programme “A” 

and “B”  

 

 A : genes up-regulated by TNF-α 

B : genes up-regulated by TNF-α and TSLP  

A 

B 

34/50 genes 



Summary 

• Simulation experiments indicated that the ability of LCs 

to present a peptide to CD8 T cells would be altered by 

the cytokine milieu (TNFα/TSLP), which has not 

previously been reported and was not anticipate. 

• In silico simulations performed after model 

parameterisation with transcription factor expression 

values predicted that human LC activation of antigen-

specific CD8 T cells would be differentially regulated by 

epidermal cytokine induction of specific IRF-controlled 

pathways. This was confirmed by in vitro measurement 

of IFN-γ production by activated T cells. 

 



Summary 

• The model demonstrate that computational modelling of a 
specific immune network can predict functional 
outcomes of immune responses based on experimentally 
data. 

• Platform for many future studies of human immunity, 
utilising data from individual transcriptomic analyses to 
provide predictions of how molecular interventions 
may alter cellular phenotype based on the actual gene 
expression patterns in an individual.  

• This can determine the outcome of immune responses in 
health and in disease, and offers the possibility of 
predictive in silico testing of the effectiveness of 
therapeutic interventions. 



Machine learning workflow to enhance 

predictions of Adverse Drug Reactions 

(ADRs) through drug-gene interactions: 

application to drugs for cutaneous 

diseases 

 Scientific Reports. 2017;6. 

 doi:doi:10.1038/s41598-017-03914-3 

Kalpana Raja, Matthew Patrick, James T. Elder & Lam C. Tsoi 



Introduction - Adverse drug reaction 

• ADRs may occur due to prolonged 

administration of a drug, or combined usage 

of two or more drugs 

• ADR is the one major reason for failure in 

drug clinical trial 

 

A 

D 

R 

Adverse 

Drug 

Reaction 



Introduction – Biomedical sources 

• A large amount of data (e.g., Medline, DrugBank, …) is 

available in public domain. 

• It is not structured data stored in databases, but it is free 

text. 

•  Complexities and variability of natural language, and 

challenging to deal with algorithmically requires 

dedicated computational text -mining approaches. 

 



Machine learning  

 

• In big data science, machine learning 

methods are computer algorithms that can 

automatically learn to recognize complex 

patterns based on empirical data. 

 

• The goal of an machine learning method is to 

enable an algorithm to learn from data of 

the past or present and use that knowledge 

to make predictions or decisions for 

unknown future events. 



Introduction 

ADR – adverse drug reaction, 

DDI – drug-drug interaction 

DGI – drug-gene interaction 

Aims: 

- Develop novel and robust literature-mining framework for 

enhancing the predictions of DDI-based ADRs by integrating 

DGIs.  

- Use machine learning models to learn syntactic and semantic 

information from the literature, and to claissfy of ADR types. 



System architecture 

1 

2 3 

4 



Overview 

• Predicting DDI-based ADR types consists of 4 steps 

Chemical and drugs 

lexicon L 

Drug/chemical gene 

interaction → CTD 

Mapping L → 

DDI, MLine 

ML to classify DDI 

and ADR 

L - lexicon for chemicals and drugs (L) 

 

DDI – drug-drug interaction 

 

MDLine - MedLine abstracts 

 

CTD - Comparative Toxicogenomics Database 

  

ML - machine learning  to classify literature 

sentences for DDIs and then categorize different 

ADR types. 



Language processing 

Corpus   

A corpus is a large collection of text used for accumulating statistics and  linguistic 

analysis on natural language text.   

Lexicon   

A lexicon is a collection of information about the words of a language about the lexical 

categories to which they belong (dictionary). 



Chemicals and drugs lexicon 

L - lexicon for chemicals and drugs   

Sources 
concepts belonging to 

semantic groups 

“Chemicals and 

Drugs”  

8,203 drugs and 

1,201 drug salts 

3,175 drugs 

S1 

S2 

S3 



 

DDI corpus & Medline abstract 

 

4 DDI-derived ADR types:  

• adverse effect 

• effect at molecular level  

• effect related to 

pharmacokinetics 

• drug interactions without 

known ADR 

• DDI annotations (i.e. “True”/“False” 

between any two drugs 

• “True” annotations include four DDI-

derived ADR types 

6,793 documents 

1,701 documents 

Medline 

docs 

Medline abstracts 

469,995 (i.e. >97%) citations → map 5 human genes 

4,712,812 sentences from 469,995 MedLine abstracts 

D
D

I 
co

rp
u
s 

M
ed

li
n
e 



 

 

Extraction of Drugs/Chemicals 

 

 

MedTagger 

DDI corpus 

MedLine sentences 

Extraction of Drugs/Chemicals  

L lexicon 

Extract Drugs/Chemicals 



 

Extraction of Chemical/Drug-Gene interaction 

 

CTD Comparative Toxicogenomics DB  

DGIdb Drug-Gene Interaction DB   

Gene 
Drug 2 

Drug 1 

DGI Drug-gene interaction 

… 

• DDI corpus: 193,294 DGIs for 5,773 drug pairs 

• Medline sent:  49,188 DGIs for 935 drug pairs   

Sources: CTD, DGIdb 

Information regarding DGIs can enhance the prediction of DDIs as well as ADR types 

classification by using ML approaches 

• CTD: 500,000 DGIs from CTD, pertaining to 

21,986 human genes  

• Medline: 8,176 chemicals/drugs from 24,311 

• Use lexicon to map DGIs in CTD 

• gene(s) from the CTD database that interacts 

with both the drugs and retrieved the DGI 

associations 



Application on cutaneous diseases 

Identify medications for cutaneous diseases that might induce adverse reactions when 

taken together with other drugs 

Extracted MedLine sentences 

mapped with drugs  

Identify sentences with 

potential DDIs and associated 

ADR types 

Mapped the DGI information 

for drugs  

ML train models and classify 

sentences with potential DDIs 

and ADRs 

Disease  Number of 

unique Drugs  

1. Psoriasis 50 

2. Atopic dermatitis  25 

3. Rosacea 12 

4. Acne vulgaris 58 

5. Alopecia 3 

6. Melanoma 26 

7. Eczema 4 

8. Keratosis 6 

9. Pruritus 42 



Machine learning classification pipeline 

2D classification  

example using 

Support vector 

machine (SVM) 

Input Classified 
Features 

   Red 

   Green 

 

Class A 

Class B 

Input data 
Data 

processing 

Data 

Balance 

 

Feature 

extraction 

 

Classificat

ion / 

Prediction 



Classification 

5 ML classifiers 

• Bayesian Network 

• Decision tree  

• Random tree 

• Random forest  

• K-nearest neighbors 

DDI-based features 

DGI-based feature 

Features extraction 

DDIs 

ADR types 

Classification 

SMOTE  - Synthetic Minority Oversampling Technique 

Data balance - SMOTE 

Annotations 

3,767 true ADR 

22,216 false ADR 

ADR classes 

1. adverse effect 

2. effects at molecular level 

3. effects related to pharmacokinetics 

4. drug interactions without known 

ADRs 

5. others 

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 



Feature selection 

DDI:  

• DDI features + total no of words, drus min no of features 

before, between after each drug pair 

• 24 features (after FR alg) 

 

DGI:  

• interaction genes + associated genes in CTD 

• 20 features (after FR alg) 

 

Feature reduction alg (FR alg): stepwise heuristic alg to 

identify top significant features 



DDI features 



DGI features 



 

Performance of lexicon on drug extraction 

 

Performance of using the chemicals and drugs lexicon on identifying the drugs present 

in DDI corpus. 



 

ML workflow on DDI/ADR types classification 

 

DDI Prediction comparison on DDI corpus training data 



 

ML workflow on DDI/ADR types classification 

 

Performance of classification on ADR 

types using DDI features on DDI 

corpus training data. 



 

ML workflow on DDI/ADR types classification 

 

Performance of classification on 

ADR types using DDI and DGI 

features on DDI corpus training 

data. 

 

DDI + DGI → 90%  



Performance comparison with competing methods 

Performance comparison 

with the existing systems on 

DDI corpus test  

data 

 



 

ADR predictions for cutaneous diseases 

 

a) Performance of classifiers to 

predict DDIs and ADR types;  

 

a) Prediction of DDI and ADR 

types at least by three classifiers;  

 

a) Performance of random forest 

classifier to predict DDIs and 

ADR types between NDFRT 

drugs suggested for cutaneous 

diseases and drugs using DDI 

features alone and DDI with DGI 

features. 



Case study: ADR predictions related to psoriasis 

ADR network for cutaneous 

diseases showing interaction 

between NDFRT drugs suggested 

for cutaneous diseases and drugs. 

Thickness of the edges correlate 

with the number of instances to 

support the ADR predictions. 

DDIs and ADR types 

predicted for psoriasis 



Case study: ADR predictions related to psoriasis. 

Validation. 

PubMed Sentences with ADR 

information, predicted by machine 

learning workflow. 



 

Case study: ADR predictions related to psoriasis 

 

Gene - DDI network for 

cutaneous diseases showing 

interaction between NDFRT 

drugs suggested for 

cutaneous diseases/drugs 

with genes. 

Genes in ADR prediction 

177 ADRs predicted for 

psoriasis medications,  

• 31 DDIs are associated 

with common gene 

o Drug suggested for 

psoriasis 

• methotrexate 

• cholecalciferol 

• mycophenolic  

not in the same sentence! 



 

Case study: ADR predictions related to psoriasis 

 

Diseases related to ADR prediction 

Crohn’s disease 

rickets in children 

osteomalacia in adults 

breast cancer in females 

lupus erythematosus 

Eczema 

hypocalcemia, diabetes, atopic 

dermatitis, blood pressure, 

influenza, Raynaud’s disease, 

melanoma and bacterial 

conjuctivities 

Diseases associated with 

DDI pairs from various 

sources such as  

• NDFRT 

• DrugBank 

• UpToDate 

• CDC  

• Mayo clinic’s Diseases 

and Conditions  

Disease comorbidity through DDIs 



Summary 

• Provide an automated approach to predict in advance 

medication-related to DDIs and ADR. 

• Present a workflow that integrates ML with biomedical 

literature data to data-mine potential drug-drug 

interactions for cutaneous diseases. 

• Successfully predict previously known ADRs for drugs 

prescribed to cutaneous diseases, and are also able to 

identify promising new ADRs. 

• Conducted an intense analysis on DDIs and ADR types 

related to psoriasis. 

• Extend the finding to identify comorbid diseases related 

to cutaneous diseases. 



Software for systems biology: from tools to integrated 

platforms   

2017 

2011 and 

before 

OpenCell, Flame, Copasi, CellDesigner, NetBuilder, SimBoolNet, 

PhysioDesigner,  etc … 

Ghosh, Samik, et al. "Software for systems biology: from tools to integrated platforms." Nature reviews. Genetics 12.12 (2011): 821. 



Scope and limitations of computational methods 

Germain, Ronald N., et al. "Systems biology in immunology: a computational modeling perspective." Annual review of immunology 29 (2011): 527-585. 

Models for different purposes -> different modelling technique -> parameters estimation  



Limitations  

• Models cannot replace laboratory experiments 

– Build in virtual world based on laboratory experiments  

• Models cannot prove mechanisms  

– Are developed based on observed results 

– Can disprove mechanisms / hypotheses  

 

“Conclusion : that the latest trend of developing functionals using unconstrained 

forms leads to unphysical electron densities despite the excellent energy-

related performance of these methods.” 

www.arstechnica.com http://science.sciencemag.org/ 



Conclusion 

• Models have value because they allow their users to peer 
at deadbolt mechanisms from a different vantage point, 
sometimes even from inside.  

 

• Computational modelling is transitioning into mainstream 
science in much the same way that statistics did many 
years ago.  

 

• Computational models are becoming nearly obligatory, 
especially when a study argues for a new mechanism or 
functional relationship. 

 

• More interdisciplinary work. 



Thank you! 
“Essentially, all models are wrong, but some are useful.” (George E.P. Box)  

Acknowledgement: Anna Henzi  



 

 

Appendix. Precision, Recall, and F1 Scores 

Machine Learning / Model Evaluation 

 

 



 

Appendix. Cutaneous diseases and their comorbid 

diseases identified through ADRs 

 



Scope and limitations of computational methods 

Kirchmair, Johannes, et al. "Predicting drug metabolism: experiment and/or computation?." Nature reviews. Drug discovery 14.6 (2015): 387. 



Appendix. Petri Net example 

http://www-dssz.informatik.tu-cottbus.de/publications/tutorial_milano_2013/1b-milano-tutorial2013-PN4SysBio_Blaetke.pdf 



Appendix. Gene Ontology enrichment in clusters 

preferentially induced by TNFα or TSLP signalling. 



 

From Systems Biology to Systems Medicine 

 

Systems 

Biology  

 

Systems 

Medicine 

 

Image from Teresa Sardon , Anaxomics,  System biology approaches to personalized medicine  

Wolkenhauer, Olaf, et al. "The road from systems biology to systems medicine." Pediatric research 73.4-2 (2013): 502-507. 

- Simulations of models can reveal hidden patterns and/or counterintuitive 

mechanisms in complex systems. 

- Systems medicine -> functioning of drug  

- Functioning of drug  -> cellular- and tissue-level networks, linked to an individual 

patient’s genome, metabolome, and proteome.  

- necessary to depart from gene-, protein-, and pathway-centric approaches 



What are computational models? 

https://www.nibib.nih.gov/science-education/science-topics/computational-modeling 

Computational modeling is the use of computers to simulate and study the behavior of 

complex systems using mathematics, physics and computer science. 

Multiscale modeling:  A key feature of 

today’s computational models is that they 

are able to study a biological system at 

multiple levels, including molecular 

processes, cell to cell interactions, and how 

those interactions result in changes at the 

tissue and organ level .  


